
Spellings and English



Spelling - homonyms



Learning Intentions

 Genre – play script writing

 Grammar – word classes – nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs

 Spelling – Homonyms



What is a script?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BTQR

YzNL-E

Toy Story

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1d0MgzKAK8

Inside Out

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BTQRYzNL-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1d0MgzKAK8


List occasions when or where a script is 

needed.



Scripts are written for:

 TV show

 Film

 The News

 The Weather

 A play

 An assembly

 A production

 Documentaries



It is a dark, cold night and Mel and Sid are sitting on a green park bench.  The 
street lights are dim and the sound of the traffic can just be heard in the 
background.

Mel: Ooh, its so cold out here, do you think it might rain?

Sid: (Shrugs his shoulders) Dunno.

Mel: Not very talkative tonight are you?  What’s up?

Sid: (Huffs and stretches legs out)  Dunno.

Mel: I was thinking about my holiday, (looks up to the sky) all that sun and 
luxury.

Sid: You haven’t got enough money for a holiday, have you?

Setting the scene



It is a dark, cold night and Mel and Sid are sitting on a 
green park bench.  The street lights are dim and the 
sound of the traffic can just be heard in the background.

Mel: Ooh, its so cold out here, do you think it might rain?

Sid: (Shrugs his shoulders) Dunno.

Mel: Not very talkative tonight are you?  What’s up?

Sid: (Huffs and stretches legs out)  Dunno.

Mel: I was thinking about my holiday, (looks up to the sky) 
all that sun and luxury.

Sid: You haven’t got enough money for a holiday, have 
you?

Characters, when they speak you don’t need speech marks! 



It is a dark, cold night and Mel and Sid are sitting on a green 
park bench.  The street lights are dim and the sound of the 
traffic can just be heard in the background.

Mel: Ooh, its so cold out here, do you think it might rain?

Sid: (Shrugs his shoulders) Dunno.

Mel: Not very talkative tonight are you?  What’s up?

Sid: (Huffs and stretches legs out) Dunno.

Mel: I was thinking about my holiday, (looks up to the sky) all 
that sun and luxury.

Sid: You haven’t got enough money for a holiday, have you?

Stage directions, tell the actors what to do on stage.



It is a dark, cold night and Mel and Sid are sitting on 
a green park bench.  The street lights are dim and the 
sound of the traffic can just be heard in the 
background.

Mel: Ooh, its so cold out here, do you think it might 
rain?

Sid: (Shrugs his shoulders) Dunno.

Mel: Not very talkative tonight are you?  What’s up?

Sid: (Huffs and stretches legs out)  Dunno.

Mel: I was thinking about my holiday, (looks up to the 
sky) all that sun and luxury.

Sid: You haven’t got enough money for a holiday, 
have you?

What the actors say.  (Dialogue)



It is a dark, cold night and Mel and Sid are sitting on a 
green park bench.  The street lights are dim and the 
sound of the traffic can just be heard in the 
background.

Mel: Ooh, its so cold out here, do you think it might 
rain?

Sid: (Shrugs his shoulders) Dunno.

Mel: Not very talkative tonight are you?  What’s up?

Sid: (Huffs and stretches legs out) Dunno.

Mel: I was thinking about my holiday, (looks up to the 
sky) all that sun and luxury.

Sid: You haven’t got enough money for a holiday, have 
you?




